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H&W to support its software for Day One release of new z/OS version 

BOISE, Idaho – September 30, 2015 – H&W Computer Systems (H&W) has announced that it is 

supporting its software for use with the new 2.2 version of the z/OS® operating system, which IBM is 

releasing today. Specific H&W products covered by this support include SYSB-II®, SYSB®, SYSD® (with 

PTF), CPMS® (with PTF), SYSS®, SYSJ, SYSM®, WebTek®, and Wizard Mail.  

Day One support is a way third-party vendors can reassure customers that their software runs with new 

versions of IBM products so those customers can upgrade without delay. “We appreciate the need to 

adopt a new z/OS version quickly, and we want to give customers confidence that the H&W software 

they trust will continue performing optimally after an operating system upgrade,” said Matt Link, 

President of H&W. “Day One allows us to do that. It’s an important piece of the quality service that 

customers expect and deserve.” 

An IBM Advanced Business partner, H&W participates in the IBM vendor program so it can provide Day 

One support. “We maintain a good working relationship with IBM so that we can help facilitate 

customers’ seamless transition to new software,” said Link. 

H&W offers Day One support and other important services because its business software is a key 

component in the operations of many organizations. “Through programs like Day One, we want to 

demonstrate our commitment to customers’ success,” said Link. “We continue every day to strive to earn 

the trust of customers and the marketplace.”  

For more information about specifically supported versions of H&W software and any needed PTFs, visit 

www.hwcs.com and go to the Specifications page for a particular product. 

 

About H&W 

Headquartered in Boise, Idaho, H&W has been a leading provider of business software solutions since 

1979. H&W creates secure, technically sound software that fulfills the needs of both the business units 

and IT departments. Today, hundreds of corporations worldwide including many Global 500 companies 

trust H&W with their business software needs. For more information, visit www.hwcs.com. 
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